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Youngster Drum Set

Step 1: Mounting the stool Step 2: Mounting the bass drum

Step 4: Fix the tom and cymbal boom
stand to the bass drum

Step 3: Mounting the bass drum pedal and the hi-hat stand

Step 5: Mounting the snare drum Done!

For the transport and protective packaging, environmentally friendly materials 
have been chosen that can be supplied to normal recycling. Ensure that plastic 
bags, packaging, etc. are properly disposed of. Do not just dispose of these mate-
rials with your normal household waste, but make sure that they are collected for 
recycling. Please follow the notes and markings on the packaging.

Ensure that plastic bags, packaging, etc. are properly disposed of and are not in the reach of 
babies and young children. Choking hazard!
The plasticiser contained in the rubber feet of this product may possibly react with the coating 
of your surface and after some time cause permanent dark stains.
In case of doubt, do not put the rubber feet directly on the surface and use a suitable underlay 
if necessary, i.e. felt-pad �oor protectors or similar.

Scope of delivery:
1 × bass drum pedal
1 × stool (consisting of a feet, seating surface, spacer) 
1 × drum boiler
2 × hoops
2 × bass drum fells (1x front and 1 x drumhead
2 × bass drum feets
1 × completely mounted snare drum

1 × completely mounted toms
1 × cymbal set (2 x hi-hat, 1 x cymbal) 
1 × tom holder
1 × tom holder
1 × cymbal boom stands
1 × hi-hat stand
1 × snare drum stand

Accessories:
1 × hex key (available with the hi-hat)
1 × tuning key
1 × pair of drumsticks
12 × stretching screw with shims (square head screw)
12 × claw hooks
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The max. load capacity of the stool 
is 100 kg.


